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Related perimeter

Complete the table with one example per instruction.

Compare with a partner. What is the same? What is different?

Same shape, same perimeter, 
different side lengths

Different shape, same perimeter Same shape, half the perimeter

Same shape, greater perimeter

Same shape, smaller perimeter

Different shape, greater perimeter

Different shape, smaller perimeter

Perimeter 
= 24 cm5

 c
m

7 cm

Same shape, same perimeter, 
different side lengths



Related perimeter – Adult Guidance

Purpose: To provide opportunities for deliberate practice of calculating perimeter of 2-D shapes, 
with a focus on rectangles.

Possible sequence of learning: The task could be printed out or pupils could sketch their own grid. 
Pupils complete the grid, exploring rectangles with the same perimeter but different dimensions as 
well as rectangles and other 2-D shapes with perimeters greater than, less than and equal to 24 cm. 
Some pupils may need prompting to find a way in to the task: consider modelling one or two of the 
prompts, thinking aloud e.g. ‘The perimeter of this rectangle must be smaller than 24 cm. The sides 
must be less than 5 cm and 7 cm. I could try 4 cm and 6 cm.’ Some pupils may benefit from an 
adapted grid with some zones already completed. Consider making use of mini-plenaries to share 
and discuss different responses, considering what is the same and what is different.

Adaptations:
• The number of zones in the grid could be reduced to focus on one aspect e.g. only rectangles, 

only greater perimeters
• Shapes could be pre-populated for pupils to find the perimeter and check
• Examples of shapes could be provided for pupils to sort
• The criteria could be changed e.g. ‘greater than 24 cm but less than 40 cm’ or ‘a perimeter five 

times greater’
• The task could be adapted to work with different units of measure, including mixed units

Guidance video

https://vimeo.com/manage/392916573/general

https://vimeo.com/manage/392916573/general
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Ribbon tangle

Solve the clues to find the length of each ribbon.

Write your own problem using m and cm.

The length of my ribbon 
is twice as long as Jake’s

My ribbon is 1 cm 6 mm 
longer than Tamara’s

Mine is shorter than 
Abdul’s by 3 cm 2 mm

My ribbon is 10 cm 3 mm

Mine is the longest 
ribbon. It is 5 cm 1 mm 

longer than Beth’s

Beth

Abdul

Jake

Tamara

Sara



Ribbon tangle – Adult Guidance

Purpose: Pupils solve a problem relating to measure using comparison of length.

Possible sequence of learning: The task is designed to be presented to pupils using all the clues at 
once, with pupils working through and choosing their own starting point. Prompting pupils to 
discuss what they know and what they do not know will support them in selecting an appropriate 
order to solve the clues. 

You may wish to adapt the introduction of the clues in order to scaffold pupils finding a solution. 
Revealing Abdul’s clue, discussing what is needed in order to solve it before revealing Tamara’s 
statement allows pupils to experience success before tackling the remaining clues.

? How might you encourage pupils to draw the problem in order to support understanding?

Solution:
Tamara: 10 cm 3 mm Abdul: 11 cm 9 mm Jake: 8 cm 7 mm

Beth: 17 mm 4 cm Sara: 22 mm 5 cm
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What’s in the container?

Collect five different empty containers from around the house.
Estimate their capacity and arrange them in an order. 
Explain how you’ve chosen to order them to someone else.
Now test your estimates by filling out and measuring using a jug the actual capacity.

How close were your estimates? Calculate the difference between 
your estimates and the actual capacity

Container
Estimated 
capacity

Actual 
capacity

Difference
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Snack attack!

Look through your kitchen cupboards.

What’s do you think is the total mass of your snacks and 
record your estimate.

Using the full mass of the snacks e.g. ignoring if a bag is 
half eaten for now, total up the mass and record.

Now estimate the mass of what is left.

Estimate: Approximate total: Approximate of what’s 
left:

How do you think this will change over the next week?
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How 
many?

How 
much?

Piggy Bank Raid

Gather all the coins that you can find.

How many of each coin is there?

What is the value do you have for each denomination?

How much do you have altogether?


